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Please do only what feels well for your body; 
the maker assumes no liability. 

Start by standing in a comfortable position; and breathe in a smooth and natural way. The eyes
may be opened or closed. 

You may place either hand on the belly; massage the belly; and hum to yourself, feeling the
vibration of sound. 

In any of the movements, at any time, you may choose rather then to move energies, to be
moved by them. For example, you may say and feel, 'I am moved by the One Light.' And then,
relax, allow yourself to go beyond the prompts, and be moved by the One Light. 

In all of the movements, inhale and exhale whenever needed; and stay with the prompts to your
level of comfort. 

In this movement, when you are rocking your body, you can rock side to side, back and forth, or
in a circular motion. When you lift your hands above your head, palms skyward and fingers
close or touching, it is as though you were lifting something. This movement begins from the
Eye of Ra. Place both hands on the kidney area, and visualize, with feeling, the Present
Moment sphere encompassing your body. 

Inhale Present Moment Light deeply into the pineal gland in the center of the brain, feeling it
activate the Eye of Ra. Exhale from the Eye of Ra, radiating light energies into your Present
Moment Sphere. 

Inhale the One Light from your Present Moment Sphere, through the Eye of Ra, down your
energy column, and into the sphere around your heart. 

Exhale up slowly, moving the One Light from the sphere around your heart, back up to the Eye
of Ra, feeling it expand into the elixir field. Inhale the One Light from the elixir field, through the
Eye of Ra, down your energy column, and into the sphere around your heart. 

Exhale from your heart space, out through your body, feeling the energies mingling with your
Present Moment Sphere; and relax your hands to the sides, while pressing both palms down,
towards the ground. 

Inhale slowly, turning your palms facing together as you move your hands up, turning their
backs together at the front of the chest and turning the palms skyward with the fingers pointed
in, exhaling as needed; then inhaling more deeply as you stretch your arms high. 
Move your mind to the lower back; feeling your light energy in the kidney area; exhale, and
inhale, turning your palms forward, with the fingers pointing up; stretching your arms high, and
feel the Sphere of Present Moment Light that fills you; and encompasses you; while stretching
your mind and your light out to your hands and feet, then exhale slowly down; moving your light
from the Eye of Ra; as you bend the upper body with the arms extended; down your energy
column through the perineum; down both legs to the Bubbling Wells; reaching your hands



towards your feet; then move your mind to the Bubbling Wells as you hold your feet and
breathe regularly while pulling your hands up slightly so that you put a gentle stress on your
whole body. 

Feel the Present Moment Sphere encompassing your body and extending below your feet; as
you rock your body gently, while pulling up on your feet, with your mind on the Bubbling Wells. 
Inhale slowly, rolling your body up and lifting your hands, while pulling your light up from the
Bubbling Wells; up both legs; through your energy sun; and into the sphere around your heart,
placing your hands on the area of the heart. Breathe out light energies from your heart; feeling
it mingle with your Present Moment Sphere. Loosen and relax your body; breathe smoothly and
regularly; stand with your back straight, and place both hands on the area of your kidneys. 

Inhale slowly as you gently flex your perineum, then activate your core muscles, then flex your
upper abdominals, still in-breathing, as you lift the cerebrospinal fluid, feeling it travel up
through your heart, through your throat, and into your pineal gland. 

Visualize the fluid spinning around your pineal gland, and focus on the movement of energy
around that centre. Exhale from the Eye of Ra, feeling the light energies mingle with your
Present Moment Sphere as you loosen and relax your body, then breathe smoothly and
regularly, and place both hands on the area of your heart. 

Breathe the Presence of the Void; deeply into the sphere around your heart, expanding it into
your energy column; from the perineum, to the pineal gland. 

Breathe light energy out slowly to your Present Moment Sphere, which fills you, and surrounds
you, and is most intimately who, and what you are. 

Open your eyes, breathe smoothly and regularly, and move your body. Loosen the area of your
neck and shoulders; and shake out your arms, hands, legs, and feet. Please remember to
pause in your day, and return to the feeling of the guardian of your heart, your Present Moment
Sphere, and the One Light. 

You may freely copy and share this file. Credits, links and feedback to the Whole Human site at
EmanatePresence.com are appreciated. This One Light Movement is completed.


